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Gomez Tours Campus
By Eddie Donohue
Dr. Elsa Gomez, one of the
three candidates for the next president of Kean College, was received
warmly by faculty and administrators in an open reception last
Thursday.
"I think I personify what Kean is
all about,• said Gomez, who is the
Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences and the Director of the
graduate program at Lock Haven
University of Pennsylvania.
"I have a deep respect for an
institution's culture,• said the former Dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences at the University of
Puerto Rico-Mayaguez. Dr. Gomez

also holds a Ph.D. in Italian. The
presidential candidate said that
when people ask her what she
does she tells them that "I am a
teacher.•
Gomez went on to say that she
is "tremendously involved at Lock
Haven because being Hispanic is
not an issue.•
Gomez who worked for the
Massachusetts Board of Regents,
testifies that "there is a part missing
from Boston that is not at Lock
Haven and is at Kean.•
"Kean is the only four-year
baccalaureate institution that is here
for the disadvantaged." "That is not
known,• said Gomez, whq said

Three Honored by
Freshman Center
By Rhonda Ruch
It was a night of dedications to
"those who made it happen.• Dr.
Gay Lumsden, Dr. Nathan Weiss,
and Kim Cornell were honored by
staff and friends of the Freshman
Center last Wednesday night for

through the Center's doors since
1985. That's a lot of help and
understanding on everyone's part,•
she continued.
Also honored for her work was
Kim Cornell, a graduate assistant
whotookovertheP.L.A.N.S. (Peer
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President Weiss first constituted
the idea of a Freshman Center in
1984. "I needed someone to run
the center who was devoted to
education and loved people. That
was Gay Lumsden,• said Dr. Weiss
as he heartily acreped memorabilia
of Freshman Center activities.
Dr. Lumsden, overjoyed with
gratitude, said she was very touched
about being honored "but I couldn't
have done any of it without the
staff and Peer Liasons, • she said.
''Over 45,000 students have passed

great success. •1 asked Kim to Join
me in the Freshman Center in 1985,•
said Peggy Melchione, Assistant '
Director of the Freshman Center.
"Since then, her creativity and
ambition has inspired the whole
program.. Kim will be sorely
missed.• Ms. Cornell wi 11 graduate
in May with her Masters Degree.
A slide show narrating Dr.
Lumsden's five years with the
Freshman Center and a homemade
video of "Way Off Broadway at the
Freshman Center• were shown
between the dedications.

Spanish Department at Lock Haven, this year, "hired its first Hispanic"which met with laughs from
the approximately 50 faculty and
administrators present.

she would make the college known
to others.
When asked how she would
raise private funds Gomez rep Iied
that she will "do a lot of lobbying."
She went on to say, "I do believe
the next step is letting people know
all the good things that are happening at Kean; convince them
(investors) and make them visit the
campus.•

After the speech various people
introduced themselves to the presidential candidate.
On Thursday evening, Dr.
Gomez had dinner with the Tri
Council, a body composed of graduate, full and part time undergradu-

Dr. Gomez stated how the

ates.
Gomez on Friday met with Vice
President of Administration a_!ld
Finance, Charles Kimmett and Vice
President of Academic Affairs, T.
Felder Dorn. Neither of the two
cou Id be reached for comment.
Dr. Paul Weller is scheduled to
have his open rece~on this Monday
at 4:30 in the Downs Hall Alumni
Lounge. Dr. Helen Popovich will
have hers on Wednesday at the
same time and place.

Student Organization Executive Board Elections
By Rhonda Ruch
The election trail ended Tuesday night for Student Organization candidates as Christopher
Reinmuth and Tom Green won
President and Vice-President
positions for next year. Reinmuth,
presently Student Organization's
Vice-President, defeated his opponent, Harry Hoffman, by an
overwhelming margin of 220 votes.

Green, who will replace Reinmuth,
beat Junior Class President John
Davila by a mere 164 votes.

urer, wiH move up into the
Treasurer's position to make room
for Johnson.

In the other contested race,
Courtney Johnson defeated
Student Organization's Assistant
Secretary Melissa Young for
Assistant Treasurer by 103 votes.
Kathy Zombory, Student Organization's present Assistant Treas-

Egda Camacho, Michelle Muscanell, and Christine Kinahan each
ran unopposed for the Secretary,
Assistant Secretary, and National
Student Affair's Assistant Director
positions. Each was also a winner
in each race.

President

Secretary

Christopher
W. Reimnutb
....- -...............
·••-·---- 401
Harry e...._.
_ ..._______
1s1

Eada Camacho -·-····..····-······················ ~...-~
462_ -;-~;,;.,;;===!

Vice-President

Assistant Secretary

Tom Green ································-············ 365
John D. Davila ••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•. 201

A~istant Treasurer
Courtney Johnson .................................... 343
Melissa Young .......................................... 240

Michelle Muscanell .................................. 4S4

Assistant Director of N.S.A
Christine Kinahan ................................... 438

A total of 598 students voted.

Peace an Issue for Many Groups
By Eddie Donohue
Several groups advocating peace
lobbied their cause in the College
Center last Thursday by handing
out literature, talking to interested
students, and holding a forum discussion in the Little Theatre.
The Peace Fair was sponsored
by Kean's Peace Center but included many prominent peace
advocacy groups from the outside
like Pax Christi, the Maryknoll
Missionaries, the Union County
Chapter of Sane/Freeze and others.

Liz Thomas, a member of the was the first Peace Fair and alPeace Center, had this to say, though the peace center has been
"people don't think about this around for a long time, this is "the
(peace) everyday. We just want first year with active members.•
people to become aware.•
One man from Union County
Thomas said that overall the Sane/Freeze displayed a sign-up
event was a success saying, "I sheet in which someone from the
thought six students would show group would phone a Congressup; but 25 or 30 showed up for the man in Washington to tell him .or
panel discussion. That shows that her how much support a pending
people are concerned."
bill has in New Jersey. The system
According to Thomas and fel- allows the group to network to
low Peace Center member Maria
Martelli, they had a few new
members sign up for their group.
Thomaswentontosaythatthis

Table of Contents

concerned citizensthroughoutthe
state, according to the man.
The highlight of the day was the
forum in which the groups, numbering about ten, had a panel discussion, sharing their goals.
Myrou Kornisch of the World
Federalist Association asserted that
"peace is not merely the absence
of war, but the presence of law,
order, and justice.•
Jon Barry of U.S. - U.S.S.R.

Bridges for Peace stated how his
group is "working through citizen
exchanges to improve AmericanSoviet relations.•
Suzanne Gluck of Beyond War
stated that ."if fiv_e perc~nt of_ th_e
people believe in an idea, it 1s
planted. lf20 percent of the people
believe in it, it is unstoppable."
T_h~ o!her. group f~om Kean
part1c1patmg in the fair w~s _the
International Students Assoc1at1on.
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"I Know Just How You Feel, Dear... ""

same. And even if at some point ing, and deciding on solutions, But
Gay Lumsden, Director
sharing those experiences can be the, beginning is when a person
Freshman Center
Thursday, April 20, 1989
helpful, hearing that the other is listens to you with an open heart
t
Susie,
God
bless
her,
wants
Aun
8:00 pm - 1 :00 am
New Stud. Comm. Party
CC Cafeteria
way
ahead of you prevents you and mind and helps you to open
to hel p. She smiles sweetly, pats
12:00 pm - 6:00 pm
All College Picnic
Basketball Cts.
your hand, and tells you exactly from exploring what you are feel- yours.
If you have a friend, or a family
what you should do to correct ing.
Friday, April 21, 1989
So, for Aunt Susie to help you, member, who is a good listener
your p roblems.
Browsing Rm
Student Organization
3:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Au nt Susie, however, has not a she would have to suspend her and who has the time and energy
Behind Library
BSU Picnic
12:00 pm - 7:00 pm
clue a bout how you feel. Like most assumptions, listen to you with an to give you all the listening time
of us, she's projecting her own open attitude, and encourage you you need (sometimes people don't,
Saturday, April 22, 1989
history, her ONn feelings, onto yours. to talk. She would keep eye con- no matter how much they love
Phi Beta Sigma
CC Cafeteria
8:00 pm - 2:00 am
She thinks she knows. Too bad. tact with you, she would nod and, you) then you are fortunate. A
DR2 &3
9:00 am - 12:00 am
lntercultural Food Festival
Byhu rtling through her own expe- occasionally, rephrase what you've small prayer of thanks may be in
VE
8:00 pm
Kean Theatre Series
rience a nd into giving you advice, said to help you clarify your order. lfyoudonothavesomeone ·
she bl ocks you r communicati on. thoughts. She might ask you to like that in your life, then come
Sunday, April 23, 1989
You ca n'ttalk it out, you ca n't feel elaborate your feelings, a nd ask and chat with one of us at the
Alumni Lo unge · you're really bei ng listened,to, you you questions to he lp yo u arrive at Freshman Center. We're pretty good
I.F.M.
2:30 pm - 7:00 pm
Little Theatre
3:00 pm - 4:30 pm
Poetry/Drama
listeners. O r if the problem is sizcan't a rrive at your own solution. your own concl usions.
DR2&3
6:00 pm - 10:00 pm Sea Calm Ministries
This isn't easy to do. It takes able and personal, or if you need
An d these are the three gifts a
Room B
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm Catholic Mass
listene r can provide to a person self-restraint to keep from judging, to talk about it frequently, see the
Alumni Lounge
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm Delta Sigma Pi
with a problem. When you're blaming, or prescribing action. But folks at the Counseling Center.
worrie d, or upset, or depressed, the point is not to focus on doing; They are good listeners, and they
Monday, April 29, 1989
you m ay desperately need some- the point to focus on helping the are professional, objective, car10:00 am - 1 :00 pm . M.A.T. Testing
Room B
oneto 1isten to you. You may not other person see, hear, and under- ing, and they can see you on a
12:00 pm - 1:00 pm Hispanic Video Rally
Sloan Lounge
need, or want, advice just then. stand his or her own feelings. The regular basis.
You may love Aunt Susie a lot,
4:00 pm - 12:00 am Hispanic Festival Dinner
DR2&3
Youce rtainly do not need to hear, listener almost becomes a mirror
but if she can't listen to you, go to
I know just how you feel. Even if of the other's mind and heart.
Certainly, you and your listener someone who can. You're human
Tuesday, April 25, 1989
the o ther has had similar experiSloan Lounge
12:00 pm - 3:00 pm Hispanic Festival
ences, they are not exactly the may move toward exploring, test- and you need that sometimes.
Room B
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm J.S.U. Passover Lunch
Alumni Lounge
7:00 pm - 10:00 pm Sigma Beta Chi
Career Services Center
J-204B
7:40 pm-10:10 pm Omega Sigma Psi
Each year, from September to early May, the Kean College Career Services Center sponsors an on-campus
B-208B
7:40 pm -10:10 pm Delta Sigma Pi ·
ment Program primarily for seniors. Representatives from business, government and graduate schools
Recruit
B-123
Lambda
Chi
Rho
7:40 pm - 10:10 pm
visit ou r office to interview students interested in jobs and graduate study.
T-207
7:40 pm - 10:10 pm Zeta Delta Pi
Room A
Allstudents and alumni interested in signing up for appointments for April, 1989 may do so beginning
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm Nu Sigma Phi
Room B March 1 5, 1989 in the Career Services Center, located in the Main Building of the East Campus. For additional
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm Sigma Theta Chi
J-138
informa tion about the On-Campus Recruitment Program, please call 201-527-2040.
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm G.C.C.
J-136
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm J.S.U.
MAJORS AND POSITIONS SOUGHT
J-203
COMPANY
DATE
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm I.S.A.
J-140
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm s.c.s.c.
Accountant, Customer Service and Retailing
Liz Claiborne, Inc.
4/20/89
J-142
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm Chinese Culture Club
positions. Business, Accounting and Liberal Arts
North
Bergen,
NJ
W-300
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm AMA Marketing Club
Majors.
Seniors and Alumni.
J-134
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm Delta Epsilon Chi (DECA)
W-411
7:00 pm -11:00 pm S.A.M.
Accountants, Brokerage Operations and Customer
Merrill Lynch & Co.
4/25/89
J-135
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm I.V.C.F.
Service positions. Accounting, Business, Finance or
Somerset,
NJ
CSS-108
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm Day Care Center
any interested majors. Seniors and Alumni. Resume
J-204A
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm Phi Beta Sigma
cutoff date: April 10, 1989.
J-303
7:00 pm - 11:00 pm Pre-Law Club
··.
~

•

-----

---

Wednesday, April 26,
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm
3:05 pm- 4:20 pm
7:00 pm - 11:00 pm
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm
7:30 pm - l

IQ

1989
Hispanic Mid-[)ay Live

s.c.s.c.

AMA Marketing Club
I.V.C.F.
Peace Center
Political Science Club
Rho Sigma Chi
Sigma Beta Tau
Hispanic Culture Clash
& Lip Sync

Thursday, Afril 27, 1989
7:00 pm - 1:00 pm Lambda Chi Rho

Gdf

~-·. "'7

.,,,.,....,,.,.,....181:id.'.a,ew ater Raritan
u1:.,rict

All teache r positions. Fully Certified. Seniors a nd
Alumn i•

Announced

Sloan Lounge
J-140
W-300
J-135
J-138
J-139
RoomB
Room A
Little Theatre

Latin Festival Week
APRIL 22 - 29, 1989
PROGRESO• LATINO • EN •KEAN COLLEGE
Date

Time

Event

Saturday

6:00pm

lntercultural Food Festival

Swiday

3:00pm

Location

Room B

Co-op Jobs = Academic Credit,
Salary, Work Experience
1) Job #2049 - Management Trainee - P/T & F/T - Flexible Hours
Salary: $7.00/hr.
2) Job #2048 - Accounting Analyst- F/T - 37.5 Hrs. Salary: $10/hr.
3) Job #2047 - Cost Analyst - F/f - 37.5 Hrs. Salary: $10/hr.
4) Job #2046 - budget Analyst - F/f - 37.5 hrs. Salary: $10/hr.
5) Job #2045 - Associate Underwriter- F/T - 37.5 Hrs. Salary: $10/

Downs Hall

Poetry/Dramatic Monologues Little Theatre

Dr. Israel Rodriguez &
Senorita Anreus
Monday

12:30pm

Images/lmagenes Video
Festival

7:30pm

Opening Dinner

hr.

Sloan Lowige

Downs Hall

(By Invitation Only)

6) Job #2044 - Financial Aud itor - F/T - 37.5 Hrs. Salary: $10/Hr.
Tuesday
1) Job #2043 - Market Research Coder - P/f - 20 Hrs. Flexible,
Salary: $5.00/ Hr.
2) Job #2042 - Staff positions- P/T - 15-20 Hrs. - Health Recreation
Majors, Salary: Open
3) Job #2041 - Production Coordinator Assistant, P/T - 15/20 Hrs.
Flexible, Salary: Open
4) Job #2040 - Programmer - P/T - 20 Hrs. Flexible Co mputer
Science Major, Salary: $7.00/Hr.
'
5)' Job #2039 - Market Research Assistant - P/T, Flexible Hrs.,
Salary: $5.00 - $8.00/Hr. depending on experience.
6) Job #2038 - To Assist Scientist, P/f & F/f - 20 Hrs. & 40 Hrs.
Salary: $400/wk.
7) Job #2037 - Jr. Accounting, F/f - 30-40 Hrs. Flexible, Salary:
$8.00/$8.50/hr.
8) Job #2036 - Department of the Army - 3 Co-Ops, Personnel
Mgmt., Accounting, Transportation Management, Salary: Open
9) Job #2035 - Stand Managers and Assistant Stand Managers,
P/f & F/T, 16-20 Hrs. and/or 40-45 Hrs., Salary: $7.24 & $6.50,
Food Experience preferred.
10) Job #2035 - Customer Service Rep., P/T & F/f, Min. Hrs. 20 &
Max. 40 hrs./Wk. Salary: $7.00/Hr.

12:30pm

Wednesday 1:00pm

Rally

Sloan Lourige

Mid-Day Live Jazz

Sloan Lowige

NOCHE DE GALA

Thursday

7:30 pm

Culture Clash
Lipsync Contest

3:00p.m

film:

Stand & Deliver

5-10:00 pm Springfest
Saturday

7:00pm

Closing Dance
Live Bands & DJ
Tickets at Door

Little Theatre
Little Theatre
J-100
VE Parking Lot
CC Cafeteria

Sponsored by: ASPIRA, Foreign Lange Department, HACE, PROUD,
SCSC, Student Organization, Division of Student Services.
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Kean First Out of 25
The Kean College of New Jersey program for recruiting minority students into the teaching profession was rated as having the
most potential for application in
the state of Tennessee.
That finding was made by the
Tennessee Association of Colleges
of Teacher Education/Appalachia
Educational Laboratory Study Group
ITACTE/ AEL} and reported to the
American Association of College
Teachers of Education at Anaheim,
Calif. (Feb. 28-Mar.4}.
TACTE/AEL rated the Kean pro.gram first among the 25 colleges
and universities that were included
in the group's final report.
Dr. James Cook of Hillside, Dean
of the Kean College School of Education, submitted a description of
the College's program to TACTE/
AEL. He said the original program
at Kean got underway in June of
1986 and included about 100
high school juniors and seniors
who got college credits for courses
they took in the summer and in the
fall and spring.

Cook said that approximately
100 students also received career
counseling and information on
applying for college and financial
aid.
By 1987, he said it was determined that summer-only studies
are more effective and that the
numbers were increased to include
students who are encouraged to
explore science and allied health
professions along with teacher
education. College credit courses
were continued for some with
career surveys, vocabulary development, and counseling.
Summe; of 1988 brought project Adelante, funded in part by the
New Jersey Department of Higher
Education, Office of School College Collaboration, which attracted
one hundred 6th, 7th and 8th graders from Perth Amboy to a sixweek long summer program and
to fall and spring Saturday academies. Dr. Ana Maria Schuhmann
of Holmdel, associate dean of the
School of Education, directed the
project

YOUR OPINION COUNTS!!!
Write a Commentary Article Or a Letter
to the Editor and Submit Them to the

INDEPENDENT

College Center - Mail Slot - Room 119
Have An Idea For
A Story? Contact
the Indy! 355-0174

CODER
MEDICAL RECORDS
$10 - $12/HOUR

Campus Life

Compiled by the Independent Staff

Qualified individual will have a full knowledge of medical terminology, anatomy and
physiology, full body systems and an ART
degree. Coding experience is preferred. We
will reimburse recent graduates for their last
12 courses! Please send resumes or call: Liz
Bousses, Assistant Director of Personnel, (201)977-6655.

-Doing anything this Monday and Wednesday at 4:30 p.m.? Why not go over to
the Alumni Lounge and meet two people who may be our next president?
-Will Kean ever learn, prohibition didn't work back then, and it certainly won 't
work now.
-Congratu.lations to all candidates who participated in the Student Org. elections.
-A special thanks to all students who voted on Tuesday.
-The weather was beautiful on Tuesday, wasn't it? Too bad it was sweltering in
the College Center. 70 degrees outside and the heat is on inside. Who's kidding
who?

BARNERT
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL CENTER
680 BROADWAY
PATERSON, NJ 07514

EEO

GMAT· LSAT· N\CAT· GRE

•

SOME DAYS HER OFFICE
DOUBLES AS A CLOTHING BANK.
That's because Mercy Center in
Asbury Park is for many the last stop on the
poverty express. In serving the poor of this
resort town, Carol Ann Henry has to feed
the hungry with one hand and summon the
rithly endowed with the other.
She arrived here after teaching for
12 years , including several in an inner-city
school, and after finding yet another way of
expressing her concern for the poor.
In a community of contrasts wealth and poverty, education arid ignorance - she and two other sisters opened a

Center for the hopeless , for the mother out
of food stamps, for the schoo~kids w ithout
a change of clothes , for the old man without
a mattress. For those who had fallen
through the safety net and hit rock bottom .
W ith donated food , clothing and
furniture, and the generosity of grant monies she helps secure . Carol Ann makes the
vow of mercy her daily prayer.

for more inbmation on a ife d
Mercy. contact Matnen Christensen. RSM,
Sisters d Mercy d New Jersey. 201-755-5661 .

The Sisters ol Mercy
PROFESSIONAL WOMEN IN EDUCATION. HEALTH CARE. PARJSH MINISTRY AND SOCIAL WELFARE

Make sure you're
studying
for the right
LSATexam.
Our LSAT course materials
and lecture strategies have been updated
to reflect the latest change
in the new LSAT.
Call today and find out how
our difference can make a difference
in your score.

Call 2.12 · 643 · TEST

OOubn
1-800-777-EXAM
Limited space for fun e Early Bird
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Editorial:
Promises and Support
Election day has come and gone. A
total of 598 students voted to select
the people who will run our student
government for the next year.
For each student that voted there
are many more that did not. Reasons
may vary for th is apathetic approach.
Some say they do not care. Others say
it does not matter. Some did not even
know the elections were taking pl ace.
Where wi 11 these students be when
things begin to go sour? They will be
the first in line to complain.
The poi nt here is that you hav~ no
right to complain unless you are
willing to do something about your
problem. There are some big issues
that will be addressed in the
forthcoming year and student support ·
could play a big factor in their
outcomes. The drying out of Rogers
Hal I is an issue that leaves many
residents with a bad taste in their
mouth. It is the responsi bility of the
candidates to back their claims
regarding this, and other issues.
However, it is also the responsibility
of the student, whether you voted or
not, to make an effort to back your
opinion~Let the administration know
how you fee I.
The admin istration wants students
to be happy. It makes their job easier.
The last thing they want is a
disruptive campus. There are some
who say a wet campus is a disruptive
one. There are others who say a dry
campus will create more tension than ·
the school can handle. Administration says dry. Students say wet. Just
remember; the administrators are there
for you. They are not there to make
their jobs easier. Think of that next
time you are going to hold your
opinion in check.
Some already believe it is too late to
save Rogers Hal I. Student Org.
President-Elect Christopher Reinmuth
thinks otherwise. If he is to conquer
this task, he is going to need our help;
All our help! Do not sit around and
say it does not matter, because when
it comes time to complain you'll know
the value of effort put forth.

Letters
Alutnni Phonathon A Successs
Dear Editor:
After only 11 nights of phoning
(we lost ·1 night to snow), the Alumni
Phonathon raised an outstanding
$69,561.
Many, many thanks to all 299
volunteers who phoned!
Special thanks to all of the student groups that phoned: Sigma
Beta Chi, Lambda Theta Alpha,
Delta Sigma Pi, Sigma Beta Tau,
English Students' Association, Grub
Street Writer, Choir, Lacrosse Tearn,
Football Team, Nu Theta Chi, Kids
on the Block, Commuter Club, Hispanic Association of College
Employees, Omega Sigma Psi, New
Student Committee, Athletic Train-

ing Clu b, Nu Sigma Phi, Nu Delta
Pi, Zeta Delta Pi, Baseball Team
and Softbal I Tearn.
The groups that raised the most
money and won the $1 00, $ 7 5
and $50 prizes are:
First- Sigma Beta Chi ($7,075)
Second - Sigma Beta Tau
($6,581)
Third - Lacrosse Team ($4,322)
The individual prize winners
are:
Eric David Will - highest amount

of money raised overal I and the
highest total of money in new
pledges;
.Lisa DuBeau - highest number
of new pledges.
And thanks to Food Services,
Maintenance, Administrative Services and Vice President Kimmett
for making it all happen in our new
location.
Sincerely,

Caroline M. Jolly
Director of Alumni Affairs

College Students:
FUNDS

when you party,
remember to ...

are now available for your
EDUCATION
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN RECEIVING
Scholarships*, Fellowships*, Grant$*

YOUR ELIGIBILITY IS GUARANTEED!
regardless of financial status or academic performance.

It's as easy as counting
from 1 to 10.
Guests:
I. Know your limit-stay within it.

2. Know what you're drinking.
3. Designate a non-drinking driver.
4. Don't let a friend drive drunk.
5. Call a cab if you're not sober -

...

?FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

~~il:_J!J 1-800-283-8328

~~ -1 ~

A NATIONAL SERVICE COMMITTED
TO HIGHER EDUCATION
*These funds DO NOT require reimbursement

.

'\, ACADEMIC FINANCIAL ADVISORY PROGRAM

or not sure.

Hosts:

6. Serve plenty of food.
7 Be responsible for friends' safety.
8. Stop serving alcohol as the party
winds·down.
9. Help a problem drinker
by offering your support.
10. Set a good example.

.**~.·*~.*

~BEER DRINKERS
SM ~

OF AMERICA

PA RT Y • SM ART

150 Pmtlarino Ave., Suite 190,
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
1-800-441-2337
Beer Drinkers of America is a non-profit
consumer membership organization
open only to persons O\er the age of 21.

Please submit all Letters to The Editor in CC 119.
All submissions must be typed, double-spaced and
accompanied by a name and phone#. Name will be
withheld upon request. Phone # must be included
·tor verification and authenticity. Letters submitted
without name and phone#, or without being typed,
will not be published.
The Award-Winning

Independent
Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editor

Eric L. Greenberg

Tom Green

Arts and Graphia Editor ................................ Chris D'Urbano
features Editor ............................................ Christopher Burns
News Editor .................................................... Eddie Donohue
Photography Editor .................................... Lourdes Canizares
Sports Editor .................................................... Christine Krug
Advertising Manager ........................................ Chris Furlong
Business Manager ............................................ Erika Matthies
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Commentary
Keen on Kean

By Manny Cantor

Do Foreign Accents Threaten Us?
An authoritative report released
last week finds that the Southeast
Asian population in the New Jersey-New York-Connecticut metropolitan area wi II double to more
than 1 million by the year 2000.
The report was prepared by the
Regional Plan Association, the
Chinese-American Planning Council and the United Way of TriState. It refutes the common misconception of the economic and
educational status of the Asisan
community. We read about the
Asian whiz-kids in math and science. But the facts are that 30
percent to 50 percent of AsianAmericans have an elementary
school education or less, that many
live in poverty (a third of all lndoChineseand a sixth of all Chinese),
and the illiteracy rate of Chinese
and other Asian groups is higher
than any other ethnic group in the
region. The report finds that the
language barrier is a major disabling factor in assimilation into
our society and recommends that
intensive instruction in English as
a second language should be
stressed. Obviously, the problems
we are examining in this series of
columns involves more than Hispanics.
One "solution• is to stem or
even try to stop entirely the influx
of refugees from persecution, violence and poverty. Numbers of
nations in Europe are raising such
barriers, moving away from the
United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights, in which
•E.veryone has the right to leave
any country, including his own,•
and "Everyone has the right to seek
and enjoy in other countries asylum for persecution.• Should the
United States join the retreat? Should
we no longer be the beacon of
hope for humankind? Should we
extinguish the light in the torch of
the Statue of Liberty?
The English Language Amendment movement heads the country in that direction. Its real targets
are such measures as the Voting
Rights Act that requires petitions
to place questions on the ballot to
be in minority language and English in areas with high density of
foreign minorities. They would
penalize those unable to spea.k or
read English by cutting them off
from essential government services. They would advance a new
form .:,f discrimination based not
only upon skin color but also
upon language. They would impose linguistic and cultural conformity not diversity homogenization not Americanization. That is
a sorry future for the U.S.A. It
should be rejected.
Sara E. Melendez, of the University of Bridgeport, has an excellent article entitled "A Nationof
Monolinguals, A Multilingual
World" in the January Special Edition of the NEA magazine TODAY. She points out that "The United
States has always shown some suspicion of bilingualism and speakers of languages other than English. Although we tout ourselves as
a nation of immigrants, we demand that immigrants forget their
native language and culture, assimilate into the population, speak
the Engli sh language, and practi ce
the English-based American culture." These tendencies, I maintain, are rooted in our prejudice,
especially against people of color,
in our arroga nce that our ways and
our language are the best, in our
ignorance of the history, cu lture
and language of other peoples. It

would be helpful, in our search for
proper solution to the problems of
integrating today's immigrants, to
remind ourselves of our shameful
record in the debasement of the
American Indian's language and
culture.
The President's Commission on
Foreign Languages and International
Studiessaid,backin 1978:"Americans' scandalous incompetence in
foreign languages also explains our
dangerously inadequate understanding of world affairs. Our
schools graduate a large majority
of students whose knowledge and
vision stop at the American shore1ine, whose approach to international affairs is provincial, and
whose heads have been fi Iled with
astonish ing misinformation. The
president's Commission believes
that our lack of foreign language
competence diminishes our capabilities in diplomacy, in foreign
trade, and in citizen comprehension of the world in which we
live."
The hundreds of thousands who
vote for the English First referenda
in their states are, in the main,
sincere people. Many believe that
the bi-lingual approach to teaching English is wrong. Those who

have to grapple directly with the
problem know better. The voters
in California in November, 1986,
gave a 73% majority to an initiative to make English the state's
official language. But the Los
Angeles School Board, in May 1988,
approved by an overwhelming vote
a master plan that called for teaching most courses in the student's
native language, and offered premium pay to overcome the severe
shortage of bi-lingual teachers.
Interesting to note that the New

the state. The usual innocent-sounding bills for public referendum have
not been reported out by the legislative committees. But the danger
remains that an unaware public
can be attracted to support the
English Firsters.
Kean College is at the cutting
edge of the effort to effectively
integrate into our society the thou-

sands of Hispanic and Asian newcomers to our state. Our College is
playing an honorable role in the
noble endeavor to preserve and
implement the goals in the United
Nations Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. Rather than a source
of irritation, the foreign tongues
we hear on campus should be a
source of pride.

For What A Picture Is Worth

York Association for New Ameri-

cans, the largest resettlement organization in the country, is increasingly using bi-lingual methods to help the Soviet Jewish emigres
who tend to be highly trained but
lacking in English. Most authorities recognize the great changes in
our economy, the shift to service
industry, the technological developments that demand higher levels of skills, that obviate the sinkor-swim approach that confronted
our grandparents and great-grandparents.
So far New Jersey is fortunate in
that it has a Governor, leaders in
education and in the Legislature
who oppose the English First
Amendment for the nation and for

TUITION
SHOULDN
BE .YOUR·
BIGGEST
They say these are the best years of your life, but not if you have to worry
about paying for next semester's tuition . A part-time job at UPS can help
erase that concern forever.
We're looking for people to work approximately 4 hours a day, Monday-Friday,
NO WEEKENDS! The schedules are flexible, and you ' ll start out earning
$8/HOUR .. . even if you have no experience! After just six months, you 'll
get a benefits package that includes med,cal , dental and life insurance, vision care and prescription drug plans. Sick days, vacations and paid holidays,
too! But the best part is our TUITION REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAM which
offers $2,000 a semester on selected sorts.
For full details on how to banish those tuition blues, apply in person at the
location nearest you .

PARSIPPANY
799 Jefferson Road
201-428-2200
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon, Tues & Thurs
9AM-5PM

SADDLE BROOK
280 Midland Avenue
201-330-2315
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon & Wed 6PM-8PM
Tues & Thurs 2PM-4PM

SECAUCUS
493 County Avenue
201-330-2315
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon-Thurs 8AM-8PM
Friday 8AM-12NOON
6PM-8PM
An Eq ual Opportunity Employer M/F
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Greeks Display the Olympic Spirit
By Doug Dale
The days were long, as we all
showed the feelings of being "repledged" into one giant fraternity.
Yes, it is here, Greek Olympics '89
takes its toll on the some 300+
greeks of Kean College.
Thereisnoothergreaterfeeling
in the world than that of the
competition held every April by
tile Greek Cooperative Council,
G.C.C., and Student Activities.
The weather was fair, but a
little chilly on day one.
The nervousness rose as the
greeks gathered in the parking lot
o f th e East Campus on th at Fri d ay,
April 7th afternoon.
•c Id h Al h
. ou I ave p a Theta Pi,
Delta Sigma Pi, Kappa Delta Tau,
and Lambda Chi Rho on starting
.- f
h
h
f
.
Ime
or t e 1 st eat o sorority
wheelbarrow, please,• boomed the
vGoiceko f Dou& D~le, ohrganizer of
ree O 1ymp1cs 89, trough th~
. d aroun d a II
megaph one he came
week. The games were about to
begin!

. The sight was ~ilanous, as the
The next set of events is the
sisters of "Delta Sig" toppled over r~~ning relays in which the frateronto one anoth~r. The end was nit1es have to run two heats, then
close, but the sisters of Lambda · the finals, due to lackof~pwatch~
Chi Rho pulled or "pushed" to- by lntramurals. The first heat 1s
gether to make it into the finals of won by Nu Delta Pi and the secthe wheelbarrow competition. A ond by Phi Beta ~elta and Sig~a
dedicated Alpha Theta Pi crew Beta Tau. Th~ final heat, which
made it into the finals with only ~~s won by Sigma Beta Tau, was
three of the four participants they JOmed by _the Kean Coll~~e Track
were supposed to have.
Club, which was humiliated by
Onto Izzy Dizzy. In this event, the_ three fraternities that fielded
a person runs 20 yards, puts their the1rteams for the event. The runhead on the end of a baseball bat, ners were close, but EBT trekked
spins around it five times, and at- hard to take 1st place.
tempts to run a straight line back to
Now, it's time for the water
their team. The key word in that
explanation, is "attempts.• "Up next events, relays a nd polo.
The
placesforthefraternitieswere, 1st
for sororities are Omega Sigma Nu Delta Pi, lnd Phi Beta Delta,
Psi, Rho Sigma Chi, Sigma Beta
Chi, Nu Theta Chi, and Zeta Delta 3rd Sigma Theta Chi, which came
.
h
on strong at the end. Thew
, inners
P1, • came t at voice from beyond for the sororities were Nu Theta
again. The crowd is in an uproar
with laughter as greeks fall to the ~i~ :~~t,a~:m~=~h~h~h::~eJ
ground. "These people are going
to get hurt,• says Carlos Rivera. in 3rd, Rho Sigma Chi.
The event is over and Rho Sigma
Water polo, as lengthy and as
Chi comes out on top.
tiring as it was, was won by Nu

Sigma Phi fraternity in a grueling,
into overtime, comeback of the
year, match against Sigma Beta
Tau. The Phi brothers were down
four to nothing, at a minute into
the second half, when Russell
O'N~ill and John Thompson started
blasting shots from all corners of
the field to tie the score with 30
seco_nds le~ on the cl_ock. When
thefmal whistle blew 1t was 4 to 4,
going into sudden death overtime!
Not more than 40secondswentby
when Phi hurled a shot from midfield, through the goal to win the
final match 5 to 4 and take the
I
water po Io f'1rst pace
n'bbon.
Softball Saturday started late,
b
hi
h
.
ut ran smoot y w en 1t a 11 got
going. The winners for the day
were fraternities Nu Delta Pi cap.
II d
eel first p Iace
turmg a we eserv
and 8 points; Phi Beta Delta re:
ceiving the 2nd place 5 points,
SigmaBetaTautook3rdplaceand
3 points, while Lambda Theta Phi
beat out Sigma Theta Chi for 4th
place and 1 point. Sorority stand-

ings were Sigma Beta Chi, Omega
Sigma Psi, Nu Theta Chi and in
4th, Delta Sigma Pi.
Day three and the greeks are
running low from lack of sleep.
Basketball and volleyball are today, w ith a surprise in the Latin
fraternity, Lambda Theta Phi and a
huge jump in the standings taking
first place in volleyball, and 2nd in
basketball, falling to Nu Delta Pi,
in an exciting final match-up.
The winner of the fraternity
basketball was to play the faculty/
staff of Kean on Thursday night.
With this on the line and a score
Iow, but close, 27-25, only 5 seconds left on the clock, Pi winning ,.
by two, Chris.Flippen of Nu Delta .,.
Pi_grabbed th~ball to let the game ·
run out to captur.e the win.
h h
T e ·~ororities ad a free-throw
competition which came down to
the wihre. Jac;:kie Kelly, of Sigma
BetaC i,sankan-easysevenoutof
I
ten to c 1-me h t he 1st pace
tit Ie.
Runners-up were Nu Theta Chi
with 6 baskets, and Alpha Theta Pi
with 5 baskets to take 3rd.
Volleyball for sororities Nu Theta
Chi went straight to the top to
capture 1st place after an energetic game against the sisters of
Omega Sigma Psi.
On Monday, the half-way point
for the week, was time to bring out
the big guns for arm wrestling.
Starting with the sororities, Nu Theta
Chi strong-armed their way to the
top, with Christine Moe taking 4 of
the 6 weight classes on her own to
gain the top seat in this event.
The jocks of Phi Beta Delta felt
too heavy to the brothers of Nu
Sigma Phi. l'heDe\ta'sdidn'thave

anyone under the

A FREE PHONE CALL COULD HELP PUT YOU IN A
NEW GM CAR OR LIGHT-DUTY TRUCK THE EASY WAY
THEGMAC
COLLEGE GRADUATE
FINANCE PLAN ... GET $400
AND MAKE NO PAYMENTS
FOR 90 DAYS.*
Call 1-800-237-3264, and you'll find
out how GMAC can make your aftercollege math a lot simpler.
With GMAC's College Graduate
Finance Plan, you'll receive:
► $400 to apply to your down
payment when you buy a new
GM car or light-duty truck.
► OR, $400 to apply to your first
lease payment.
► PLUS, when you buy you may be
able to defer your first payment
for 90 days ... giving you time to
_get your career up and running
before you start making
payments. Finance charges accrue
from date of purchase.
Another important fact: Your $400
discount is in addition to any rebate
or special financing rate available
when you buy your new GM vehicle.

GUARANTEED FINANCING.

,---------7
D

Yes! Please send my free GMAC
College Graduate Finance Plan
information pack. (Print clearly.)

That's right. Your financing is
guaranteed as long as you qualify for
the plan. You can find out all the
details about qualifying in your
GMAC College Graduate Finance
Plan information pack.

Name

Ap<.

Mailing Address

CALL 1-800-237-3264 RIGHT
City

NOW FOR FREE INFORMATION.

Call 1-800-237-3264 now- or send
in the coupon - to receive your free
GMAC College Graduate Finance
Plan information pack. There's no
obligation and you could receive a
$400 discount on your new GM
vehicle. Do it today!

State

ZIP

College Name

Date of Ciraduatil)n

Mail to:
GMAC College Graduate
Finance Plan
General Motors Building, Annex 240
Detroit, Michigan 48202

GMAC is an Equal Credit Opportunity Company.
*This deferral of payment option is not available
with leasing or other GMAC programs or in
Michigan and Pennsylvania, or on vehicles with a
cash-selling price of less than $10,000 in
New Jersey.

.

-·

Or call 1-800-237-3264 now to request
your free GMAC College Graduate
Finance Plan information.

GMAC

©1989 GMJ\C. All Rights Reserved.
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AMERICA'S DREAMS~ -

CHEVROLET • PONTIAC• OLDSMOBILE • BUICK• CADILLAC• GMC TRUCK
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165 weight

class and had to stand back and
watch the Pi and Phi brothers battle
it out in the lower classes. Steven
Cassarino, of Pi, took two weight
classes to set his team at 9 points
total for the event. Nu Sigma Phi
ended the event with a tough 16
points. Phi Beta Delta still ended
up with an impressive 9 points.
Tau and Chi received 5 and 4
points.
'Line soccer was next with Nu
Delta Pi blowing out Sigma Beta
Tau in the finals. Chris Whelan
and Franco Palangio of Pi cranked
out three quick goals passed Daren
Altman ofTau to secure their lead
in the overall competition. Finishing also, was Nu Sigma Phi who
beat Lambda Theta Phi for 3rd
place.
In the sorority competition, Rho
Sigma Chi, captained by Susan
Otero, moved closer to placement
by taking 1st place over Nu Theta
Chi. Rho Sigma Chi also received
top honors in Tug-0-War by muscling out Lambda Chi Rho.
Ultimate, otherwise known as
Frisbee football, was the toughest
event in Greek Olympics '89. The
favorite Nu Delta Pi, who had won
the event last year, was upset in
the finals by Nu Sigma Phi fraternity as the sun set on the game.
The final score of an incredible 82, angered the Pi team, run by
Larry Mullen, but with the 5 points
for 2nd place sent Pi way ahead of
the rest of the fraternities to clinch
the overall standings and give them
their first 1st place overall trophy
in Greek Olympics, ever.
Nu Theta Chi sorority battled
on and on to finally win the ultimate event over Rho Sigma Chi,
with EBX over Delta Sig for 3rd.
Tug-O -War for the fraternities ran
too late on Tuesday to finish and
due to injuries to the Pi team from
the one pull against Nu Sigma Phi,
the event was rescheduled for
Thursday, but by the time Thursday rolled around it was worthless
(Continued on Page 9)
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Out of Control with Liege Lord
f()N tK r:
Cf>RNtR~.
By

1

Date(s)

On-Sale

Place

Acts

Britny Fox,
Satin Steel
Eddie Money,
4/21
Savoy Brown
Living Colour
4/22
M.O.D.,
4/22
Laaz Rockit
Charlie Sexton
4/22
4/25 - M .O.D.,
Laaz Rockit
Tom Tom Club
4/25
Tradia
4/26
Cinderella,
4/29
Winger, &
Bullet Boys
John Eddie
5/5
Head bangers
5/5-6
Ball

4/21

Brook Th., NJ

Now

The Paladm., NYC

Now

The Ritz, NYC
Downtown, NYC

Now
Now

Stone Pony, NJ
Obsessions, NJ

Now
Now

World, NYC
The Palace, NJ
Nassau Coli., NY

Now
Now
Now

Stone Pony, NJ
Felt Forum, NYC

Now
•Now

Key: M.S.G. = Madison Square Garden
- • = Possible Sold-Out Event

The Headbangers Ball concert at the Felt Forum on
May 5 has been sold-out but they have added a
second night May 6 and good seats are still available.
This show features: ANTHRAX, HELLOWEEN, and
EXODUS and is sure to be an exciting evening ... Pil,
Public Image Limited is set to release their new Ip
entitled, 9, on May 16 through Virgin Records and
then start their U.S. tour in California on June 14. They
will be at the Meadowlands on July 19 as of press
time ... The answers to last week 's trivia questions are:
One, BLUE OYSTER CULT was first known as SOFT
WHITE UNDERBELLY and then as STALK FORREST
GROUP. Two, Madonna's full name is Madonna
Louise Ciccone, born in Bay City, Michigan. Now for
this week's question: Who were the original PRETENDERS?

International Students Association
cordially invites you to the

16th Annual
lntercultural
.Food Festival

By Tom Green
What would you call a band
that has exceptional talent, style
and zest? You would call them
Liege Lord. Formed back in 1984
this Conneticut based heavy metal
band has what ittakes to climb the
ladder of the metal heirarchy.
Their latest album entitled,
Master Control has been climbing
onto the charts d the College Music
Journal, The Hard Report, and Friday Morning Quarterback. They
have also made a personnel change
since their last album, Burn To My
Tooch, with new singer Joe Comeau.
The rest of the Iine-up consists of:
Paul Nelson - guitar, Tony Trugilo
- guitar, Matt Vinci - bass, and
Frank Cortese - drums.
The band is just finishing an
eight week tour across the country
with Canadian-based metal group,
Anvi I. And the results of the tour?
' "It went great, it was our first national tour and it was just incredible,• commented Paul Nelson.
As for Master Control's success, Matt Vinci stated, "It's been
doing real well since it came out
last September, we've gotten great
reviews on it. As a matter of fact
we justfinished shooting the video
to 'Feel The Blade' which should
be out in a couple of weeks." Aside
from the fresh new sound which is
a resu It of the new singer, they a Iso
have recruited the talents of producer Terry Date.
On the album there are ten
songs totaling over forty minutes
of kick-ass metal. Although the
band couldn't really pick out a
favorite song stating, "they're all
great songs, there is something
different about each one." Some of
my favorites are: • Eye Of 1he Storm",
"Feel The Blade", and their cover

Liege Lord is (from left to right): Paul Nelson, Matt Vinci, Joe
Comeau, Tony Trugilo, and Frank Cortese.
lndyFtleP#tolo

of Rainbow's hit, "Kill The King'. I
asked Matt Vinci why they chose
that song to which he replied, "Well
at first I didn't even want to do it,
but everyone else wanted to do a
cover. So I ended up picking that
song because a lot of people are
familiar with it and it's also a tribute to the music we grew up on."
Some of the band's influences
include: UFO, Scorpions, Judas
Priest, and Iron Maiden. As for the
type of music they classify themselves as playing Paul Nelson replied, "We are a melodic, heavy
metal, speed, thrash band (as they
all laugh), no seriously we're everything, we're unique."
To really appreciate their music you have to see them live. I
happened to check them out a
coupleofweeksagoat L'Amour in

Brooklyn when they opened up for
Candlemass and they left the crowd
thirsting for more. Not only are
they excellent musicians but they
are also very down to earth and
pleasant. Matt Vinci told me how
he personally answers all of their
fan mail they receive, how's that
for cool.
So what's next? At this point
they are going to finish up their last
few shows and get ready to head
into the studio for their next album. "We have been offered the
Enigma deal from Metal Blade,
which is a seven album deal and
once we finalize that we'll be set,"
added Nelson . As for the material
on the next Ip the band really isn't
sure,butyoucanbetthatit'sgoing
to be something new, and exciting.

William Chaison Legacy Carries on at
Kean
J{

BySarahlynn Wilber
The William Chaison Dance
Theatre of New Jersey, along with
the Kean College Dance Theatre,
will perform a concert series at
Wilkins Theater on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights, April
27th through 29th at 8 p.m. Th is wi 11 be the second concert
series performed by the William
Chaison Dance Theatre after a
tremendously popular premiere this
past February 9th through 12th.
The company, founded in September of 1988, is the result of the
life's work and dedication of William Chaison who directed the
company until his death in January
of this year. His successor, Patricia Carter, took on not only the
professional company under her
wing, but also the Kean Dance
Theatre this semester. She, like

several of the professional company dancers, have roots in KDT
and have returned year after year
as guest artists to the college
company. KDT has traditionally
performed twice a year in Wilkins
Theatre as well as intercollegiate
competitions and in-state and outof-state appearances. The professional company is fast obtaining
its own solid reputation wi th per-'
formances in Atlantic City. Both
companies look to continued success in the future.
Much interest has been expressed in memorializing and
continuing Mr. Chaison's work.
At the present time the dance studio in D'Angola gym is in the process of being named in his honor,
and a dance scholarship is being
set up for an outstanding partici-

pant in the Kean Dance Theatre to
pursue further advanced studies in
the professional arena. Donations
are actively being sought for the
scholarship fund, and contributions may be made at the Wilkins
Theatre during the evening performances or by contacting Patricia Carter in the Recruitment office or Dr. Shiposh in the Physical
Education Department. Everyone
in both the William Chaison Dance
Theatre of New Jersey and the
Kean College Dance Theatre welcome al I to come and see the
show! Tickets are available at the
box office: General admission,
$8.50; faculty, staff, and senior
citizens, $4.50; and students, $2.50.
For further information call the
Wilkins Theater Box Office at (201)
527-2337.

SUMMER SCHOOL
•

IS BUT

April 22, 1989

6:00 p.m.

Want to make up a course that was not your
finest hour?
• Want to lighten next year's course load?
• Eager to study Pueblo Indian life in New Mexico,
urban anthropology in multi-cultural London or
tropical marine life in Jamaica?
• How about that course you "always wanted to take"
but couldn't fit in?

MIDDLESEX COUNTY COLLEGE
•

Downs Hall
Cultural Dances
Martial Arts Demonstration
Costume Show
International Cuisine
Non-students S7.00

Students S5.00

Tix

Sold in CC-104

•
•

lil\l

5

250 classes ranging from Organic
•
Chemistry to American Musical Theater
and including business , social sciences
•
and humanities
Varied scheduling - concentrated and
full-length sessions . Day & evening classes
and Independent Study

Developmental math classes beginning
every two weeks
Join students from over 100 diiferent
colleges and universities who will be
taking a course at MCC this summer

REGISTRATION IS GOING ON NOW!
CALL (20 I) 906-2523 FOR
REGISTRATION IN.FORMATION.

MIDDLESEX ~~.M~i ::0°

COUNTY COLLEGE EDISON. NEW JERSEY 08818-3050

Before registering for any course at MCC, have the transfer credit approved by the Office of Academic Affairs at your college.
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Joke of the Week:

By Christopher Burns

Once upon a time, namely last
week, there was a girl from Kean
College who was about to turn
twenty-one. For weeks in advance
she planned for her big bash. Everything was arranged and everyone showed up ...except for the
birthday girl!

Trivia:
What was the name of the drill
sergeant in the movie Bi loxi Blues?

Last Week's Trivia Answer:
The snickering can ine to appear in two different cartoon series
was Muttly, and the series were
The Great Race and Catch That
Pigeon.

What if....

Quote of the Week:
"Oh well, What the hell. I may
as well get off my ass and go to
.class!"stated lndy'sSpazzbeforea
big test

,

Youaretakingamake-upexam
alone in a teacher's office and you
have your books with you. Who
wins, the devil or the angel?

Gripe of the Week:
Mondays should be made part
of the weekend.
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Dream Team a Real Sleeper
By Todd Brugmans

Take four talented comedians,
namely Michael Keaton, Christopher Lloyd, Peter Boyle, and Stephen
Fu rst, cast them as escaped patients from an insane hospital who
get lost in New York and you'd
think you had a really funny film,
right? Guess again.
Dream Tearn is the story of four
mentally ill patients in a hospital
in Trenton, New Jersey. Their
doctor prescribes a field trip into
New York to see a Yankee game.
When they arrive in the city, the
. doctor falls prey to an unfortunate
accident and is hospitalized. The
four patients start touring the city
in search of their doctor. They are
accused by the police of attempting to kill the doc in addition to a
police officer whose murder he
witnessed. Now the four patients;
a psychopath who lives in a dream
world, a schizophrenicwhothinks
he's Jesus Christ, another who thinks
he's a doctor, and a patient who's
obsessed with television, have to
prove their innocence, rejoin their
doctor and safely return to the
hospital.
The movie does have some

The Dream Team
very funny parts, but they are too
few and far between. The movie
on the whole seemed to drag along
and is, in my opinion, an insult to
the performing abilities of these

Indy Fi!. Pholo

fine actors. Dream Team is one
movie I'd recommend for video
rental, but I don't encourage going
out and spending five dollars for
this one.

. Greek Olympics
to hold the event, due to the point
spread of the top three teams and
was cancelled as an event all together.
This brings us to the finale of
Greek Olympics '89, the Greek
Sing. Starting off for the fraternities, was Sigma Beta Tau, who did
a rap song about the "guidos• at
Kean. The laughing crowd cheered
them on to take 1st place. Nu
Delta Pi with some powerful voices,
acting and a live band did their

Taking 3rd was Nu Sigma Phi witch, played by Diana Elenbark,
who exploded on stage with their a bad witch played by Lorraine
version of the Kiss song "I want to Valentino, and Dorothy played by
rock-n-roll all night• changing it AnnMarie Datri. The act also conto "Phi wants to rock-n-roll all tained audio from the actual movie
night". Adorned in full tilt Kiss and songs sang live. The Omega's
attire with make-up, clothes, and deserve a well rounded applause
long hair, they set off a fire extin- for their contribution to Greek sing.
guisher on stage as a smoke cloud
Lambda Chi Rho took 3rd place
and it took close to 20 minutes to with a 50's skit about parties here
sweep, mop, and wait until the at Kean College and Alpha Theta
stage dried to continue.
Pi won 4th with their version of
For Sorority action Sigma Beta "The 7 days of Greek Olympics.•
Chi with a tear-jerking skit about
Allthegroupsdidagreatjobon

revelition of "I'm Not Your Man,•

the Greeks of Kean College, won

thisyear'sGreekSingandthrough-

byTommy Louwell and the Young
Rumblers, "Welcome to Kean
College• and "I Shot Bob Maslo. •
They placed 2nd in this event

overthejudgestotake 1st place.
Omega Sigma Psi took 2nd with
an updated version of the "Wizard
of Oz", complete with the good

out the week the Greeks here at
Kean are all thankful that it's all
over, but are still looking forward
to next year.

(Continued from Page 7)

Vietnam Memorial in Washington, D.C. ,,,_ by Chip Po-11
on the existence of over 2500
American Soldiers currently listed
as POW/MIA's, and the government's position on this matter. A
video will be shown and a question/answer period will follow.
The POW/MIA controversy is
an issue that is real, an issue that
exists today more than ever before, and a blot on our American
heritage that will not easily go

The AMA Marketing Club of
Kean College is sponsoring a presentation on the topic of POW/
MIA's entitled:
VIETNAM POW/MIA's

BRING THEM HOME
Tuesday afternoon, April 25th, 1989
from 1 :30 pm to 3:00 pm in Willis
Hall, Room 300.
The presentation wi II be conducted by two Vietnam Vets, Daniel
Wood, State Director for the National Forget Me Not Association
for the POW/MIA's Inc. and James
Mione, POW/MIA Committee
Chairperson, Vietnam Veterans
Association, Local Chapter #151,
Bayonne, NJ. Their presentation
will include documented statistics

AMM

away!

Please join us for a provocative
afternoon of issues and conscience!
For further information, please
contact Dr. Michael Helliwell,
Economics and Management Science Department, Willis Hall 403,
Extension 2642.

AMERICAN
MARKETING
ASSOCIATION

KEAN COLL E G E OF N . J .

PR ESENTS

P .0. W ./M.I.A.'S
in

VIETNAM
TUESDAY

VIDEO

APRIL 25

TALK
QUESTIONS
&
ANSWERS

1:40PM
W-30 0

BRING THEM HOME!
SPEAKERS:
DAN WOOD -

STATE DIRECTOR OF NATIONA L
FORGET-ME-NOT ASSOCIATION

JAMES MIONE -

VIETNAM VETER ANS A SSOC.
LOCAL #151 - BAYONNE , N.1.
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Ir, t':
Los Angeles

$99 round/rip

Chicago

$99 roundtrip

Phoenix

$99 round/rip

Seattle

$99 roundtrip

Denver

$99 round/rip

Miami

$99 round/rip

Aspecial offer for students,

only for American Express®
Cardmembers.
If you want to go places, it's time for the American

Express®Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyfor f ult-time
students who carry the American Express Card
Travel privileges that offer:
.,~ '/wo $99 roundtrip tickets-fly to many of
NORTI-IWEST the more than 180 cities served by NorthAl RLI NES w~t in the contiguous 48 United States.
LOOK 10 us
Only one ticket may be used per sixmonth period.
SpecialQua.rterly Northux!st Destination Disrounts
throughout 1969-up to 25% off most available fares.
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest's WORLDPERKS®
free travel program-where only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada-upon

enrollment through this special student offer.
And, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmember, you must be a full-time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card.*
Grtting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone.Just call 1-800-942-AMEX.
We'll take yol.lr application and begin to process it
right away. What's more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
you can qualify now
while you' re still in
school.
Apply now. Fly later
-for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
*Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are non-refundable and no itinerary changes may be
made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call. Travel must be completed by certificate expiration date and maynot be available between
~ cities to which Northwest does not have direct connections or routings. City fuel tax surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50) , Chicago ($5.00) and Florida cities ($2.00) .
SERVICES Certain blackout dates and other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. Current student Cardmembers automatically receive two $99 vouchers in the
e..,...company mail. © 1989 American Expres.5 Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
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By Daniel Helm

uh ..,. 6ee H,lo,
I"M .sorry t popp~d
yovft bca.fe .. ,..
Cov I

A

J.

I

buy yov

new one

?

C. C. B.
presents

DATE: TODAY, TODAY, TODAY.... APRIL 20TH (THURS)
TIME: 12 - 6 PM
PLACE: OUTSIDE STU DENT CENTER (By the Tennis Courts)
,,
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Michelle - "You are my love and
my life, you are my inspiration.
Simple and free, just you and me!"
Love, Leo

Mrs. Phyllis - Who do you really
love better•••The Cats or us? Your
Beautiful Daughten

Michelle - The park is cold, but
you are warm. Thank you for
being you and loving me! I love
you! Leo

Julie - Congrats! I'm glad you
stuck it out through everything!
Thanks for smiley, tool You're the
best, I always wanted a little! Love
ya like a sister! C

Michelle - Sincewe'vemet, I know
what love is and will one day be.
Let's stick together. I love you!
Leo

Scott and Greg - Nice tans ...Any
lines though? You owe me!

To The Wednesday Letter Man -

Who are you? How did you know
me? Give me a hint in your next
the best of friends! Congrats on· · letter. From The Girl With The
admission to the Q.T. program. Red Hair
Looking forward to more quality
time between us as a resu It. Don't Brian - Thanks for the best year of
be strangers. Dave
my life. You arethebestthingthat
has ever happened to me and I
love you with al I my heart. Happy
Christopher Photographers - I
1
year anniversary. Love Always
"Flash" after 5:00 and I'll do my
& Forever, Jennifer
"F lick-Trick" after 10:001

To J.G. and M.J. - Hey! We were

Hazel had too much milk. Linda
had too much pepto-Bismo. And
Kathy and Kristene simply had...just
too much!!
Michelle - Forever is not as long as
a day w ithout you. My life will
never be the same unti I we are together. I love you. Leo
Milk Dud - Now it's our secret.
Thanks for a wonderful weekend.
I think Kev and I hit it off. He'll
make a cool brother-i n-law. Sorry
about elbowing you in the head
nineteen times! Love, The Sock
Thief
Chris-Whatever happens, we gave
it our best shot! Tom

Happy Anniversary Hunna and
Bunna! Love, Nicole

To Whom It May Concern - Does
anyone know how a certain Pl
Brother made it to 404 last Thursday night. I Want To Know!

soon)

Carolyn From C.C.B. - Thanx for
the personal. Here's to the Battle
of the Bands, our boyfriends, and
the wedd ing. Awesome. Your
friend, Martha P.S. I hope your
Jim is as good as mine!

Linda - How many times do you
turn down the same man in one
night? Ha. (Seriously, you're a
faithful girlfriend toyer man.) Kathy

To know an Iguana, is to hate an
Iguana.

To The Indy Staff- It's almost time
for "The Banquet", get psyched!!
The Editors

Jellybean - Thanx for the fun weekend. What do I do now that I'm an
old man? Don't worry. McGraw
Ronnie-We gotta' stop air-guitaring like that - McGraw
Jellybean - Do you really think I
am a bad influence? - McGraw

Lou - I've been watching you and
I like what I see! 605 Sozio
Lou at the Pub - I'm serious, let's
get married. 605 Sozio
J.T. - Still waiting for your visit at
Benihana. Carmen

Bad Press - Congratulations on #2
at Battle of the bands and looking
forward to your debut Ip. Scoop

THE LIZARD LIVES!!!!

Ladies of Nu Theta Chi - Well
sisters, we finally showed Kean
College what we are made of:
Love and Courage. Congratulations on a job we! I done! Love and
Roses, Honeymooner 4

Mad Dog - We are awesome! We
are incredible, the best four hours
on the air! The Guy Before You

310-You say you need a little
romance in your lifel How about
dinner this weekendl My treat.
309

To My Big, Margaret - I'm SO
proud of you. You fought lhrough
water and mud for us at the Olympics. Love and Roses, Your Little

ROOM RESERVATIONS

Chicklet - Meatloaf Rules! The
concert shall prove to be interesting. Can I have a little more sound
on the guitar? Spaz

Carmen - Have fun at the prom
with Tony. Don't do anything I
wouldn't do! Love your very strange
sister (yeah you guessed it) Martha

Lewis - Do you want any Doritos?
Popcorn? Melted chocolate per
chance? D.C. Crew

Ho - Thanksforbeingtl:iereforme.
I couldn't have made it without
your help. Love, Pauze

Venus Flytrap Cat Woman - Our
shows with Echo and Prism will
never be the same. Come prepared to the Picnic! Thumper

To All C.C.B. Members-Spring is
here, let's go crazy!!

Chris G. - You're still our "God",
BUT what's wrong with women
being over-educated and ambitious
anyway? D.C. Crew

Kathy - Do you always use the
men's room or only in D.C.? Haha! Linda

ToMaritza-Thanksforbeingthere
when I cou°ldn't make it It shows
that as a sister you care. Love and
Roses, Your Sister and Best Friend,
Chachi

To All The People Who Have Kept
Up With Our Monthly Announcements - Tom and Melissa have finally made it to 1 year. We thank
you for all your support.

Harry-We'll show you ours if you
show us yours ... Pictures that is.
Hahall D.C. Crew (Will visit

Glad you're still there. Next time
it's your turn . Love, Truman

Tom - Happy 1 year Anniversary!
I love you always! Melissagale

Melissa - This past year has been
awesome! Here's to an even better one! I love you always and
forever! (April 22, 1988) Love,
Tom

Hi Tony! Laurie
Hi Laurie! Tony
Hi Karen! Laurie and Tony

Mark - Where have you been? I
miss those world-famous hugs of
yours!! Th inking of you . Love,
Jenn

Pookie - Sorry about the freak week.
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* *****
The Independent will refuse to run
Personals that specifically name any
ind ividual(s) or group(s) in a
derogatory fashion. The paper
disavows personals that do not
specifica lly name ind ividuals or
groups, and disclaims any responsibil ity for whatever inferences
readers make. No Personals with 35
words or more will be accepted. If
you would like to submit a personal, it must be dropped through
the slot in CC-119 by Friday 12
noon for the following Thursday.
Along with the Personal should be:
25 cents per personals, author's
name and phone #. Without either

of these, the personal will not run.

Weekly Crossword Puzzle
Last Week's Solution

Office of Student Activities will be accepting room reservations and
vendor requests for Fall Semester 1989 beginning Monday, April 24, 1989 at 9
a.m. All interested student groups and academic departments must fill out all
necessary paperwork and adhere to the following guidelines.
The

ACROSS

rhodium
1 Judge
5 Wine cups
9

Male sheep

12 Site of Taj

1. All requests for meeting rooms must be made at least one (1) week in advance.
2. All requests for special events (dances, conferences, cultural programming)
must be made at least two (2) weeks prior to the event. Requests are subject to
approval after consultation with sponsoring organization and the Office of Student
Activities. Our office requires three (3) weeks notice for Cultural or Special Events
held in College Center Cafeteria on Fridays and Saturdays (weekends). Weekend/
Cultural Event Applications are available in the Office of Student Activities and must
be approved before the event takes place. Failure of any group/club/organization on
a NO SHOW basis after room has been scheduled and confirmed three (3)
successive times without written notification to the Office of Student Activities will
subsequently lose scheduling privileges. Please contact Ethel Feld at Ext. 2045 for
any and all cancellations.
3. All policies regarding maintenance and security charges will be strictly
enforced. Forms for services (i.e., Room Reservations, Police Reports) may be picked
up in the Office of Student Activities and returned prior to the date of the event.
4. Student groups and academic departments reuqesting space on a weekly basis
should submit all information (dates, times, room size preferred) to the Office of
Student Activities.
5. Additional Services (i.e., Audio-Visual, Food Services) are the responsibility of
the individual group making request. Groups should contact: Audio-Visual, I.R.C.,
2nd Floor, Hutchinson Hall, Ext 2073, Food Services, Downs Hall, Ext. 2287.
6. All requests for Little Theatre must be made with Dave Proter, Director, Theatre
for the Performing Arts, Ext. 2088.
7. Faculty and administrative departments coordinating events involving outside
community participation, must make all arrangements through the Office of Community Services, 2nd Flgor, Administration Bldg., Ext. 2213.

38 Symbol for

Mahal
13 Girl's name
14 Sudsy brew
15 Abhor
17 Spanish article

18 Neckpiece
19 Carry
21 Country of Asia
23 Most pleasing

27 Agave plant
28 Chicago airport
29 Turf
31 Make lace
• 34 Chinese
distance
measure

35 Pullman car

39 Choose
41 Offspring
42 Eagle's nest
44 Teutonic deity
46 Hardly

Having
branches
51 Without end
52 High mountain
53 River in Siberia
55 Bursts forth
59 Diocese
60 Wheel tooth
62 Country of Asia
63 That woman
64 Chair
65 Kind of mug

48

DOWN
1 Pigeon pea
2

The self

3 Period of time
4 Substances
5 Rugged moun-

tain crest
6 Roman 1001

7 Devoured
8 Seasoning
9 Hare
10 Century plant
11 Flesh
16 Hostelries
20 Element
22 Kind of type:
abbr.
23 Piece for one
24 Beat
25 Babylonian
deity
26 Cover

30 More beloved
32 Seed covering
33 Pronoun
36 Dawn goddess
37 Newly enlisted

soldier
40 Mood
43 Concerning

45 Sun god
47 Prevent
48 Reckless
49 Toward shelter

Vendors and Cake Sales are no longer scheduled through the Office of Student
Activities. They are now under the auspices of Student Organization. Julia Carlyon,
Director of Communications/Student Affairs hand les the scheduling.

50 Records
54 Insect
56 In favor of
57 Flap
58 Vessel's curved

ALL ORGANIZATIONS MUST HAVE "GROUP INFORMATION FORMS" ON
FILE IN THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES. FORMS CAN BE PICKED UP
BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 9AM. - 5 PM.

planking
61 Cooled lava
COUEGE PRESS SERVICE
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AA Meeting
Every Tuesday at 1:40 p.m.
Call Hotline for location at
527-2330 or 527-2360
Catholic Mass

Every Sunday

7 p.m. Downs Hall

Sponsored by:
Catholic Student Org.
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WHAT ARE YOU RECEIVING
IN FINANCIAL AID FOR 1989-90?
AWARDS WEEK MAY 1-5

Students who have submitted all required
forms to the Financial Aid Office may
come in, by appointment, to have awards
processed for the 1989-90 academic year.

Room B

ENRICH YOUR EDUCATION
and

GAIN PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

KEAN CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
MEETING

through a

WASHINGTON, D.C. INTERNSHIP
in

ALL MAJOR FIELDS
and

EVERY TUESDAY AT 1:40 PM
IN ROOM J-135. (I.V.C.F.)

CAREER AREAS
THE WASHINGTON CENTER
1101 Fourteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)-289-8680
All faculty and students are invited to seek further information on this credit earning full semester or swnmer
program, including the possibility of tuition waivers, from Dr. Howard Rubin (T-115; 527-2413).

The lndependent's elections will be held on Tuesday, April.25, during college hour.
All positions on the board, with the exception of Editor-in-chief, are open to any
student. Anyone running for Editor-in-Chief must have at least a year on the Editorial
Board. Each position, with the exception of Managing Editor and the Editor-in-Chief,
has two assistant positions available. Positions available are:
Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
News Editor
Feature Editor
Sports Editor
Graphics Editor
Photography Editor
Copy Editor
Opinion Editor
Cultural Editor
Business Manager
Secretary
Advertising Manager
For a description of position responsibilities, contact the Independent at 355-0174,
Extension 2339. Applications are available at CCl 15. Deadline is 1:00 p.m. tomorrow.

•- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---1
The Division of Student Services Presents

APPLICATIONS FOR:
SUMMER '89 FINANCIAL AID
HONOR SCHOLARSHIP '89-90
FOREIGN STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP '89-'90
NOW AVAILABLE IN THE FINANCIAL AID OFFICE.

DOW JONES STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD WINNER ANNOUNCED
Frank Sorce, class or 1989 is the 5th Winner or THE DOW
JONES STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT IN MANAGEMENT
and joins Barbara Finger '85, Philip Kossey '86, Brenda Ritter
'87 and Doreen Latargia '88. He will be honored at the Department or Economics, Georgraphy and Management Sciences
Recognition Awards Dinner on April 26th. Also honored that_
night will be mem hers or the Corporate Critique Panel, corporate planning executives that critique and-counsel students in
the Management Strategies course (MGS 4050) and the outgoing and incoming officers of Kean's S.A.M. Chapter (Society
for the Advancement of Management).

INTIMATE RELATIONSHIPS
(You know About The Birds and The Bees --Now Don't Get Stung!)
'

Dr. Joseph S. Darden, Jr., Dept. of Health and Recreation

TUESDAY, MAY 9, 1989
12:30 P.M. until 2:30 P.M. Quiet Zone of Whiteman Hall (All ages welcome)
Refreshments

Free Gifts to the First 100 Participants

Don't Miss This Opportunity to Earn Credit for Summer Stock!!
The Kean Summer Studio Theatre will now be offered for your choice of .5 credits,
1 credit, 3 credits, or 6 credits. The Summer Studio Theatre is a training summer
· stock for anyone of high school or college age and would also be appropriate for
the high school teacher who wants to stay abreast of current trends in theatre. The
course is an intensive 6-week s~ion of the summer stock experience, including the
mounting of two full productions. Instruction is tailored to the individual students
and the work is very practical. Previous seasons have included "The Fifth of July",
"Baby", "Lovers", and "Marry Me A Little." This summer the titles under consideration include "The Rainmaker", "Stepping Out", "Nonsense", "The Fantasticks", "Equus", "Working" ... Audition/interview is required for admission to
course.
For information, please contact Artistic Director, Holly Rhoades - 527-2349.
Summer Session dates are: June 26 - August 3. Auditions will be held April 25th
at 6:00 in Vaughn-Eames 118 at Kea~ College. For appointments, call 527-2349.

The INDEPENDENT is waiting for YOU to
sign up to be part of our Fall 189 Staff.
We have openings in all our departments,
News, Features, Sports, Graphics, Photography· and more!
Why not share your talents with the Kean
Community by working with the INDEPENDENT?
Just come into our office in CC115 and let
us know that YOU want to help.
You can fill out an application, or just ask
questions about what we do and leave your
name and phone number.
Working for the INDEPENDENT is a great
way to make friends and get the inside
11
scoop 11 on what's happening at Kean. We
also offer valuable media experience that
will benefit anyone's resume.
So why not give it a try? Our office is at
CC115 in the College Center. We'll be
waiting!
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CLASSIFIEDSCar Regis:~i~~-Dlf you can
id •
coo
entity, call Dana at 355-7239.

16,278 to choose from -all subjects
Order Calalog Today with Visa/MC or

NINUI 9q"q:~~t;9ls22 .FIT
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 ldahoAve. #206-SN , Los Angeles , CA90025
Custom research also available- all levels

PART TIME JOB
Deliveries, shipping, office
, cleanup, flexible hours. Must
work Saturdays, must have car,
must have references. 9641536, ask for Camille.

---Campus lntramurals---IMPORTANT NOTICE

IfSIAICH PAPIIS

Physical therapy aide
position available in small P/
T
·
Good d
·
I
practice.
e UCat1ona
opportunity for potential PIT
students. Please call Karen or
Nancy, 763-0447.

LIFEGUARDS NEEDED FOR SUMMER SESSION JUNE 26, 1989 TO
AUGUST 3, 1989 MONDAY THRU THURSDAY 12:00 NOON - 8:00 PM.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE NOW IN THE RECREATIONAL SPORTS
OFFICE, EAST CAMPUS, ROOM 122.
AQUATIC AEROBICS NOW BEING HELD AT EAST CAMPUS POOL

CAR FOR SALE!
1980 Pontiac LeMans Station
Wagon in good running condi- .
tion. $450 or best offer. Call
233-8404.

TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS
5:30 PM - 6:30 P.M.

CRUISE SHIPS JOBS
Now hiring Men and Women.
Summer and Career Opportunities. Excellent Pay, plus World
Travel. Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean, Etc. CALL NOW! (206)736-7000, Ext. 478C

WANTED!
Drivers for physically and
mentally handicapped and
elderly clients. Flexible work
schedule available. Transportation services run from 7 a.m.
to 1O p.m. daily. $6.32/hour.
Knowledge of Union County
ROOMMATE WANTED!!
area preferred. Call 486-6230
To share a house in Roselle between 10 and 3 PM to arPark - very close to Kean Col- range an interview appointment
lege!! Prefer someone with a at Catholic Community Servsense of humor! Call 241-4595 ices, Linden, New Jersey.
TODAY!!!
PART TIME: Excellent salary,
$$$ --- Ride urgently needed Morris Avenue office, no typduring summer session ... 8:30 ing. Flexible hours around class
AM (or earlier) from Roselle schedule. Call 687-982111 :00
Park to Kean. Call Jeanne Major am to 9:00 pm.
·
527-1357 (Co-Op Ed). Thank
you.
Employment Opportunities
Available in the exciting field
FOR SALE!!
of Automotive Retailing. Jus1987 Toyota Corolla, $6,700. tus Buick, 880 Bloomfield Ave.,
Excellent Condition. 4-Dr, West Caldwell. (201)-226-7878
Sedan, NC, Auto, AM/FM, Call
352-4289.

19" GE Color TV
· Competitive salaries. Excellent
Purchased in 1982 for $3 59 , full-time benefits. Call June
asking $125, Call Tim 527-22n Ancierson 464-8008· ·
between 9:00 a.m. -11 :00 a.m.
WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, theses, resumes,
GET OFF FOR LESS!
Fly as courier - Huge savings cover letters, etc. Jet-quality
on major air1ines: Milall' Madrid/ printing. FREE pickup/delivery.
Paris/ Rome/ Frankfurt/ Brus- Word processing training. Call
sels/ Rio/ Santiago/ Buenos for student discount! Imprint
Aires/ Mexico City/ Caracas/ Word Processing. (201 )-763Guatemala/ Hong Kong/ 0484.
Sydney/ San Juan/ LA/ Bermuda/Israel & morel NON- Women's Six-way fashion
VOYAGER (212)-431-1616
sock in assorted colors. $5.95
a pair or 2 pair for $10.00. Call
Vincent, 744-4667.

LSAT

Dr. Blank teaches
8 session personaBzed

LSAT course. In-depth
analysis of question
types plus four full-length
LSATs. Advice.
Reasonable Cost.

Dr. Blank 966 · 9054

Men's and Women's Sauna
Now Open in the East Campus Locker Rooms
From 10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. Mon. thru Thurs.
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Friday
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. Saturday and Sunday
KARATE CLUB BEING HELD AT EAST CAMPUS
THE KARATE CLUB IS NOW MEETING
ON THE EAST CAMPUS, ROOM 129
TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS
1:40 PM - 3:00 PM
7:30 PM - 9:00 PM
ANYONE FROM THE COLLEGE COMMUNITY MAY JOIN BRING YOUR
COLLEGE I.D., WEAR COMFORT ABLE CLOTHES, AND ENJOY!

COUNSELORS

Gain vallable experience in your
WORD PROCESSING
field working at Our House,
Term papers? Reports? Resu- Inc.training 6 mentally retarded
mes/cover letters? WE CAN group home residents in indeHELP! Satisfaction guaranteed. pendent living skills. Creative,
FREE pickup/delivery. Word rewarding positions:
processing training. Student
discount! Imprint Word Proc- Weekend Asst. Mgr. - Fri. 3-11
essing (201 )-763-0484.
PM; Sat. & Sun. 7 AM -11 PM
in Millington
HAVING A PARTY?
Asst. Mgr. - Thurs. 2-1 O PM;
Call Muzik Nonstop for great Fri. 7 AM-11 PM;andSun.3-11
·sounds at a reasonable price. PM in Union
.We will play your favorite dance, Relief Mgr. -Mon., Tues., Wed.,
Top 40, and rock tunes. D.J. and Fri. 7 AM - 9 AM and 2 PM
Helder Rebelo 997-8388
- 10 PM in Union
Counselor - Mon. thru Fri. 7
FOUND
AM - 3 PM in Summit
14k Name Chain. Call 233-2872 A. M. Counselor - Mon. thru Fri.
after 6:00 p.m.
7 AM-9 AM in Millington

•
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Twenty-Minutes For $5.00
(No, its not what you're thinking). Needed male students for
Thesis Questionaire regarding
Father Absence and success.
Call Paul Klein at 463-0242.
Needed your help. Male students (Ages 18-30) from separated, divorce, or father-absent ,
family. Short questionaire to
be answered.

NEW AEROBIC CLASS! INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM
EAST CAMPUS, ROOM 129

Weight Room Tour and Instruction
Now available to all Kean College students, faculty/staff and administration -personalized, oneto-one instruction on weight tr_aining, body building, nutrition, wejght loss and weight gain. Instruction is given on Wednesdays between 3:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. only and you must sign up
for an appointment. Call the recreation office at 527-2229 or stop by the East Campus, Room
122.

CO-REC SOFTBALL SCHEDULE
SPRING 1989
TEAM NAME
1. ACCIDENT'S HAPPEN
2. THE DEVILS
3. NU DELTA Pl

4. STUCK WITH WARING
5. WHO'S ON FIRST?
6. MASZCAK'S MAD DOGS

4:00PM

5:00 PM

6:00PM

THURSDAY
4/20/89

4VS.5

1 VS.2

3VS.6

TUESDAY
4/25/89

1 VS.6

3VS.4

2VS.5

THURSDAY
4/27/89

6VS.4

1 VS.5

2VS.3

TUESDAY
5/2/89

4 VS.1

6VS.2

5VS.3

·THURSDAY
5/4/89

5VS.6

1 VS.5

4VS.2

4:30AVS. D
5:30 BVS. C

THURSDAY
5/11/89

TUESDAY
5/9/89

A-DVS.
WINNER 8-C
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"BOW I MADE 818,000 .
nBCOLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS."

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
state dunng emergencies like hurri. canes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military
defense.
So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and books,
thanks to the New GI Bill.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back-up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds U{) to $18,000-or more
-for college for Just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THEGUARDCANHELPPUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600~ OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.

*In Hawaii : 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam : 477-9957; Virgin Islands
(St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska, consult your local
phone directory.
© 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.

r--------------------,
MAIL TO: Anny National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015
~=------------ □ M OF

NAME

ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP

~--=-=-==--=-=-~----

US CITIZEN. D YES D NO

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

BIRTH DATE

AREA CODE PHONE

~OCC~U~PAT~,o-N- - - - - -

,,,

j

La'

STUDENT D HIGH SCHOOL D COLLEGE
PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE DYES D NO
BRANCH

RANK

Nllonal Guard

AFM / MOS

lHE. IHFOAMATIOH YOUYOl UNTAAl.Y PAOWJE. INClUCNNG YOUR SOCIAL SECUAlf'V NLMBEA
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Lacrosse 2-1 in
Conference Play

Softball Scores
2-1 Victory

BaseQJJll.
Team
Braces
For
Busy
Week
f

C 1ructh~th weath~ , !e Kean
th~ eg1 a a 1~earn a _somemgokan~n-again,off-agam_type
of wee , gomg 2-2 before seeing a
, scheduled doubleheader with
Ramapo postponed by rain not
only on Saturday (April 15), but on
S~n?ay as well. But, w~ather perm1ttmg, the Cougars will travel to
Mahwah for solo games 9n both
Monday and Sunday, the start and
end of what promises to be a very
challenging week.
That's because Kean is slated to
play every day this week, followmgthe-Ramapogameswithsinglegame contests against Allentown,
Pa. on Wednesday, St. Thomas
Aquinas (Sparkhill, N.Y.) on Thursday, Rutgers-Camden on Friday,
and then a doubleheader with Jersey City State on Saturday, April
21. That's a total of seven games in
six days.
And what's more, every single
one of them are road games.
"We sure have our work cut out
for us now,• said Kean head coach
Paul Schwendel, whose team en!er~playthisweekwith a2-3 mark
ms1de the New Jersey Athletic

Conference, and a 10-9 record
overall. S'fhe weather certainly
hasn't helped ~s, and when you
have a lot of ramouts, you have to
expect a crowded schedule. But
we can't blame everything on the
weather. We just have to keep
striving fo r consistency.•
Behind a 21-hit attack, the youthful Cougars outslugged visiting
Rutgers-Camden 19-13, last Monday in Union, with freshman outfielder Glenn Ampania of Old
Bridge leading the way by belting
two doubles and driving in six runs
to back winning pitcher Greg
Zimmerman of Plainfield. Then,
after beating Upsala, 8-6, and lasing a rain-shortened 5-3 decision
to Drew, Kean came out second
besttovisiting Glassboro State this
past Friday, 7-4.
While catcher Al Mollerof Freehold gave the Cougars a big lift by
belting a solo home run in the bottom of the first inning -- off of
hurler Ken Banks' very first pitch - the Profs moved in front for keeps
on a two-run blast by Keith Diehl
in the third. Banks got credit for
the win, while Kean starter Rich

Straka saw his record drop to 1-4
with the loss.
Offensively, junior pitcher-out-

,-----------Bench-A-Thon '89

Lax Rebound For 15-9 Romp

By S. Riter
TheCougartrackandfieldteam College Relays. There Kean fi nopened its outdoor season on the ished seve nth out of 1 6 teams.
fourth at Monmouth College. There
The Cougars were led by the
Kean faced Monmouth, St. Peters, double medal relay team of VonWilliam Paterson, F.D.U., Ocean Linden and Freshman Dean LoumCounty College, Shore A.C. and bach. Together they placed secStcckton State. Kean defeated the ond in the shot relay and third in
latter three teams and just missed the discus relay.
beating St. Peters.
Makasak it, Long, James
.The team put points on the board Campbell, and Dion Elliot comearly as Jun ior Dennis Von Linden bined to place sixth in the 4 •
placed fourth in the discus (124'8) 100m relay. Makasakit, Long, Eland second in the shotput(42'8).
liot, al ong with Frank Durkin just
Freshman Norclifft Davidson missed placing in the sprint medaly
won the high jump with a jump of relay.
6'4 while Guipo Posso won the
The womenalsod idwell in the
pole vault. Junior Vermel Jacobs
also placed second in the wome n's fiel d events. Trish McGuire teamed
long jump w ith a leap of 16 feet 1 with Lisa Balewitz to place fifth in
the javelin relay and fourth in the
inch.
Shot.
They missed a medal by less
The sprinters were led by Danny
Lo ng who teamed up w ith tha n three inches.
Guido Posso also placed secDavidson, Fred Makasakit and Richard Baldwin in the 4 • 1 00m relay. ond in the Pole Vault and James
Makasakit also competed in the Campbell teamed with Danny Long
100m and 200m. Baldwi n also to finish sixth in the long jump relay.
saw action in the 4000m.
The team was rounded out by
Frosh Frank Durkin(l OOm & m Shot),
Correction:
Stan Murray (800 & ·1500ml and
Last week's tennis photo was
Trish McGuire (Shot & Disc).
Brian Erickson, not Jim Smith..
The Cougars next traveled down
to Edison forthetv\iddlesexCounty

in three vital categories - hits(29)
average (.439) and runs scored
(20).
'

The Cougar Pitching Staff has an E.R.A. of 5.13.

By Richard Leach
On Tuesday April 11 Kean College held its second annual BenchA-Thon. Participants successfully
By Pete Leter
raised monies for new weight room
Just one more defeat, and the period, Kean had jumped to an 8- equipment and enjoyed a comKean College lacrosseteam would 1 lead; by the half, the Cougars petitive atmosphere. Trophies were
have been on the verge of a .500 were safely in front, 11-4.
awarded to all the class winners
record, effectively negating a strong
Malfa, a sophomore attackman and a large overall trophy was
5-0 start. Fortunately, however, from Hampton, had a field day won by the competitor with the
the Cougars returned to their high- with five goals and four assists, strongest bench press according to
scoring ways and beat visiting while teammate Howard Shirley, body weight.
Southampton, 15-9, this past Sat- a sophomore midfielder from
Th:s year's competition lifted
urday, April 15, in Hillside to snap Maplewood, neetted three goals strong and hard and set yet ana three-game losing streak and return and an assist Ted Whitehouse, other Bench-A-Thon record. Last
the team's record to a solid 6-3.
Scott Silver, Dan Weidner, Scott year's record bench press of 405
--J'he guys played well," said Moskowitz and Tom Mott added · pounds by Pete Bauer was shatKean veteran head coach Hawley single tallies, with Mott's tally tered by Tracey Taylor who sucWaterman. "We played well right capping the Kena scoring for the cessfully lifted an incredible 425
pounds. Such an incredible feat
from the start, and we were able to day with 6:15 to go in the game.
substitute heavily. Every kid got
Kean enjoyed a 49-24 advan- was not enough to win the coveted
overal I trophy as Tim Kuhn proved
into the game. Everything seemed tage in shots on goal as well.
to go our way.•
Now at 2-1 in Knickerbocker his pound per pound strength by
Absolutely. Just 1 :45 into the Conference play, the Cougars have lifting 265 pounds at a bodyweight
game, sophomore midfielder Chris two games scheduled for this week: of 146 pounds.
Other impressive lifts included:
McGrath, a native of Auburn, New one with Fairfield University in
Hampshire, began the scoring with Fairfield, Conn. this Wednesday, ~cott LaRaus 225 pounds; Mike
an assist coming from teammate April 19, and a home contest with Greene 350 pounds; Tyrone Mason 405 pounds; Greg Hudzik 175
Gregg Malfa. At the end of the first Stockton on Saturday.
pounds; Pete Bauer 370 pounds.

Track Team Takes Three of Four

fielder Jim Wiewiorski of Linden
last week's NJAC Player of th~
Week, continues to lead the team

PltolO Cow141J ofPllbli< R,/<llio,u

Soft ba II Team Returns to Action
As strange as it must have beginning with back-to-back douseemed, the Kean College softball
bleheaders against William Paterteam had to prepare itself for a son and Monmouth this Tuesday
shock by actually returning to game and Wednesday, April 18-19. Folcompetition this past week. Inlowing that will come a single
deed, thanks to countless rainouts, game with Jersey City State on
the Cougars hadn't played in an April 20, the makeup doubleheader
actualgamesinceMarch23,when with Glassboro on Friday, and then
they beat Buena Vista of Iowa, 3-2, a home doubleheader with visitto conclude a rough season-open- ing Montclair State this Saturday
ing Florida trip.
in Hillside, beginning at noon.
But finally, the weather relented
--J'he problem so far is that we
enough for Kean to face Trenton haven't had a chance to get started,"
State, of all people, this past Tues- explained Kean head coach Nancy
day afternoon in Ewing Township, Plantz. "And once we do, I think
where the Cougars dropped both we' 11 prove that we' re better than a
ends of a doubleheader, 3-0 and 5- 3-12 team."
2, to the always-tough Lions.
In addition to the win over
However, the Cougars, behind a Georgian Court, the other bright
neat five-hitter from Sue Stumpf, spot for Kean was the awaited rerebounded for a 2-1 victory over turn of star hurler Janice Lemchak
Georgian Court in Lakewood two to the pitching mound . Unavaildays later.
' able to pitch in Florida, "Lemon,•
And then for a change, the rain as she is referred to by her teamclouds returned in full force to mates, worked both ends of the
wash out Saturday's scheduled dou- TSC twin bill, allowing only three
bleheader with Glassboro State. earned runs all day long. A steal of
So 3-12 is what the Cougars had to home by Pam McCreesh keyed
be content with -- but only briefly. TSC's three-run first inning in the
Weather permitting, Kean was opener, but 2 of the runs were
slated for a full week's action, unearned .

Fitness Forum
By Richard Leach
Over the past few weeks I've
attended a few local bodybu iId ing
shows and received a sample of
what's in store for the 1989 season. It seems like every year they
get bigger and bigger, yet these
guys (and lad ies) sti ll ach ieve a
great deal of muscularity and definition . Oftenti mes when I me ntion "bodybuild ing" in mixed
company, I usuallygetat least o ne
"that's grossl", or "how barbaric/
But when I see how those athletes
have been able to sculJX their bod ies
into perfection, all I can th ink of is
how hard they worked to get that
way.
That's the secret to exercise.
You may be able to cut a corner at
your job or homework assignment
(as we all do at one time or another) but getting into the kind of
physical being that you have often
visualized requires hard work,
patience, and persistence.
But how much hard work, patience, and persistence do you really
need to start noticing a flatter
stomach or narrower waist? Gary

Null, a renowned author and expert in the area of fitness and nutrit ion wrote about some interesting
studies in his book, The Complete
Guide to Health and Nutrition . In
one such study he explained how
he observed two groups of men
and their diets and exercise levels.
One group was the control group;
they didn't change anything or vary
their lifestyles in any way. The
second group did virtually the same
as the fi rst, on ly th is particu lar
group was initiated into an exercise program. Walking. Four days
a week for an hour each walk. No
dietary mod ifications, no rice cakes
and tuna. Th is group noti ced an
ove rall reduction of body weight
and in some particular cases, a
decrease in cholesterol levels. Just
from walking. Just think what you
could do with a little salad and
bike riding!
Many top bodybui lders consider shaping up to be an illusion.
I happen to know of several very
well-developed, very muscu lar
people who look li ke peanuts in a
jean jacket or even a sweatsu it but
wi II (and have) blown the doors off

f

of some of the best competitors in
the state of N.J. The optical
illusion ..you can use it to your
advantage. If trimming down your
waist appears montonous and
impossible, you can try developing your shoulders and back to
make your waist look smaller. If
you 're a smaller-framed person,
this means you also have smaller
joints. A littletoningwill go a long
way with your type of body and
w ill show resu lts quickly.
How about spot reducing? A
good rule of tl)umb to remember
about spot reduci ng is th is: your
body is a bu nch of systems that
work together in a network. This
holds true especially fo r your
muscles. Although you may notice
your pants being a little looser
from 50 sit-ups at night before
bed, you'll find your substantial
gains come from a complete work
out. And as for the belly wraps and
solar suits you'd be just as well
leaving them in the locker. Again,
maybe a¼ or ½ pound lost, but with
w hat you also give up in water,
minerals and circulation you 'd be
better off without.

